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25%. This retrospective cohort study evaluated the

risk of progression of MGUS into MM in a large
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number of patients prospectively followed on an
institutional referral database over a period of

nearly 10 years. Data from 1102 individuals with a
single myeloma and/or MGUS for > or = 6 months
were analyzed. A minimum follow-up of 2 years or
> or = 3 remissions was needed for progression-

free survival (PFS) and overall survival. Of the
1102 patients, 46% (505) had disease other than

MGUS (non-MGUS); 46% of this latter group
progressed to MM or died of myeloma within 16

years. An annual risk of progression from MGUS to
MM was 0.57%. The actuarial 2-year PFS was

51.1%. The annual risk of progression from MGUS
to MM increased with increasing International
Staging System (ISS) stage. The differences in
2-year PFS among the individual stages were

similar to the differences between the ISS stages.
The lack of an appropriate plateau of
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How do I handle a destroyed user? So, an app I am
developing is about a math lesson. I've started

working on the server side, and am having trouble
thinking of a way to handle a failed login. A user
checks out the site The user fills out a form to

check out the site The user enters his/her
password into a form The server checks the login If
the login is successful, the user is prompted to fill

out the form as normal But what if the user fills out
the form, then the server gets a request to destroy
the user? What I want to do is take the information
that the user provided and submit it to a database.
It doesn't seem like I can do that without knowing

the username, and right now I can't store the
user's username. A: Another option would be to
store the user data in a session attribute or in a

hidden input field. This way, if the user forgets the
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password or his login is compromised, then the
data in the session or in the hidden input
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